
Lesson Plan

Name: Maya Issac Unit/Topic:  Addition and Subtraction Week of: October 4-8, 2021

Monday: 10/4 Tuesday: 10/5 Wednesday: 10/6 Thursday: 10/7 Friday: 10/8

TEKS/AP Standards: 4.4A 4.4A 4.4A 4.4A 4.4A

Objective(s): We will model and solve
addition problems
seeking out key words in a
word problem.

We will model and solve
subtraction problems
seeking out key words in a
word problem.

We will determine if we
should add or subtract in
a problem.

We will solve multiple
step addition and
subtraction word
problems to identify the
final answer.

We will solve multiple
step addition and
subtraction word
problems to identify the
final answer.

Bellwork: Place Value Review Place Value Review Place Value Review Place Value Review Place Value Review

Learning Activity: Go Math Lesson 6.1 Go Math Lesson 6.2 Go Math Lesson 6.3 Go Math Lesson 6.3 cont. Addition/Subtraction Quiz

Fact Fluency Multiplication x3
Worksheet

Multiplication x3
Flashcards

Multiplication x3
Kahoot

Multiplication x3
Flashcards

Multiplication x3
Worksheet

Key Vocabulary:

Guided/Independent
Practice:

First open with a
discussion on addition.
What is it?, Why do we
use it?, When have we
used addition in our life?
Have students record
vocabulary that they are
using to identify addition
in their t-chart and add
key words if needed (ex:
Altogether, combine…).
Teacher and students will
discuss the importance
and meaning of addition.
Show the students a word
problem and have them
use their t-chart to
identify key words. Write
the math problem in
standard algorithm and
strip diagram form. Once

First open with a
discussion on subtraction.
What is it?, Why do we
use it?, When have we
used subtraction in our
life? Record vocabulary
that students are using to
identify subtraction in
their t-chart and add key
words if needed (ex: left,
more ____ than ____).
Teacher and students will
discuss the importance
and meaning of
subtraction. Show the
students a word problem
and have them use their
t-chart to identify key
words. Write the math
problem in standard
algorithm and strip

Start a whole discussion
on the difference
between addition and
subtraction. Talk about
the meaning of addition
and subtraction, (i.e.-
addition is getting bigger,
finding the sum, growing;
subtraction is getting
smaller, finding the
difference, shrinking).
Then work with students
through one of the
“Identify when to Add or
Subtract Problems”.
Teacher and students will
take apart the word
problems to identify the
appropriate operation.
Students then have a
practice page to

Review the difference
between addition and
subtraction key words.
Using a multi-step word
problem begin the break
down process of
answering the question.
Read each sentence
independent of the entire
problem. Identify each
number and each key
word. If possible write
down an equation for that
sentence. Continue that
step until you get to the
last sentence. The last
sentence is always the
question with a label.
That label is the key to
solving the problem and
will help you identify



solved label the addends
and sum/total on the
worksheet to refer back
to. Continue the lesson
with a few more
challenging word
problems always showing
standard and strip
diagram form. Focus
heavily on identifying key
words.

diagram form. Review
how to regroup and why
it’s necessary. Continue
the lesson with a few
more challenging word
problems always showing
standard and strip
diagram form. Focus
heavily on identifying key
words.

complete. what you are trying to
solve. Using the graphic
organizer list what you
understand and decide on
a plan. Once a plan has
been made solve. If an
answer is found use
inverse operation to
check. If an answer is not
found review all steps and
make changes as needed.
It’s important to show
students the correct way
first and an incorrect way
second so that they can
see how to find mistakes.

Lesson Closure: Daily Task Assessment pg.
188

Daily Task Assessment pg.
194

Daily Task Assessment pg.
200

Assessment-Formative,
Summative/Exit Ticket:

Addition/Subtraction Quiz

Homework Problem Set 12 Problem Set 13 Problem Set 14

Key Questions During Lesson:

What is addition? Why do we need addition in our lives? How do we use addition? What is the answer to an addition problem called?

How do I solve subtraction problems? What is the correct way to take away? What does it mean to “borrow” or take from a number from another place value?

When should I add? When I should subtract? What words help me understand when I should add or subtract?


